
Club News 17 March 2020 
 
Schools Sprint Champs off 
 
The Hawke’s Bay Schools’ Sprint Champs scheduled for this Sunday at EIT are off. 
 
The club will comply with the government’s direction, announced at the weekend, 
that all events likely to attract 500 or more people should be cancelled as a measure 
to help contain the spread of Covid-19. 
 
As entry numbers, plus parents and club members were likely to bring our numbers 
to this threshold, we have decided not to hold the event on Sunday. 
 
At this stage we are treating this as a postponement.  Should Covid-19 spread in 
New Zealand warrant the lifting of interventions later in the year then the club will 
look at still holding the event.  Our reserve date currently is Sunday 28 June, a week 
before the end of term two and a little under three weeks before the New Zealand 
Schools Champs. 
 
Huge thanks and apologies to the schools’ team and event team who have put in all 
the work to prepare for this event only to have the plug pulled at this late stage. 
 
 
O For Primary Kids also off 
 
We have decided to cancel the remaining two O for Kids events for primary school 
children set down for this Wednesday at Anderson Park, Tamatea and Thursday at 
Haumoana School. 
 
 
Competition results out soon 
 
Points for the Summer Series grades and for the various O for Kids competitions are 
being calculated and will be published soon. 
 
 
Club event may be held this Sunday at EIT 
 
Please check our club website immediately before coming to any event 
scheduled this year – late cancellation of events will be posted on the website 
and facebook page. 
The committee’s decision to continue with the club’s programme of events for the 
year shall be reviewed constantly.  This includes the club event at EIT this Sunday.  
Committee members have rallied round to run it although any offers of help are 
welcome.  
 
( Courses will NOT be those that Matt has planned for the schools’ champs.  Matt’s 
ones will be held for schools’ champs later ). 
 



Starts will be from 10.30am to 12.00 noon.  The event centre will be in the south car 
park.  We hope to have toilets open, no coffee cart, but both those needs can be met 
by crossing the road to PG Arena. 
 
And here’s the hook: fees this Sunday will be kept at Summer Series level for 
everyone — that’s $6 to run and $1 chip hire. 
 
Cruiser Grade 
We will steal an idea from the recent Sprint the Bay Series. 
 
There are some people who love to go orienteering but would rather not have their 
times shown for everyone to look at. 
 
The drill will be that they register in the usual way and touch Cruiser on the tablet as 
their grade.  Cruiser grade will not appear on the result screen nor be published in 
any results but the runner will still download and receive the timing slip. 
 
 
New fee schedule starts in April 
 
From 1 April event fees will increase to $8 to run and $2 for chip hire. 
 
The first event this will apply to will be OY1 at Arborfield on Sunday 5 April. 
 
Yes, that’s right . . . Arborfield!  New Zealand Forest Management have given 
permission for the event, quite a vote of trust in us given the dry conditions that 
persist. 
 
 
Hawke’s Bay on Air 
 
There has been a suggestion that the club should move into the twenty first century. 
 
To wit.  We should make SI-Air capability available at all our events.  
 
For the crew running an event this will require a couple of extra steps and controllers 
will see they are taken.  The key one will be that the system needs to be turned off at 
the end of the event or it will run for 12 hours and deplete battery life.  Turning the 
stations off will become a standard drill once controls are collected. 
 
We are also looking at the club buying a set of SI-Air chips which will be available for 
hire (and may in time replace the conventional Sis).  We’ll keep you posted on that 
one. 
 
  
Website down temporarily 
 
Human error caused the website to be shut down ( we paid the incorrect amount ). 
Very sorry for the inconvenience it’s causing, it should be ok again in a day or so. 
Jane 


